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Cornell is the only Ivy League
research institute with an
apparel design program. The
Department of Fiber Science
& Apparel Design at Cornell
researches and teaches about
both fashion and technical
apparel design. Research in
apparel covers many different
topics, including sizing and
it apparel, with the use of full
body 3D scanning.

Since 2008, faculty at Cornell’s Department of Fiber Science & Apparel, have been
working with Optitex to help students create their own fashion collections, and
research virtual it, design and size with the help of body scanning technology.
“One of my previous graduate students made custom itted bodices for a large
number of subjects.” says Susan P. Ashdown, Helen G. Canoyer Professor,
Department of Textiles & Apparel. “This was a ground-breaking study to determine
appropriate ease values for different body types using body scans to precisely
measure and analyze the results,” Ashdown says. “It would not have been possible
without Optitex technology.”
At Cornell, it’s important for students to create and develop their own collections.
“Technology not only lets you shorten product development time, but also improve
pattern quality,” says Professor Ashdown. “It doesn’t make sense to just quicken time,
but also to make better patterns, and better designs.”
For Professor Ashdown, it’s important to teach students at an early stage and give
them tools to help them realize their visions, but also to have them work, develop and
think about what they are making.
“A way forward for the industry is to really explore the relationship between the
body, and the fabric and style silhouette of a garment,” she says. “There is so much
variation and the body is not well represented in a ready-to-wear size system. What if
companies could use virtual technology to it garments for each size, and then check
their styles and the way they look in each size?”

Through the institute, students can take advantage of the virtual world - using technology such as avatars and CAD
software - to work on creating a better it. One project works with 3D printed half-scale forms - to capture the body and scale
dimensions by 50 percent - which means less material wasted in creating pattern shapes, but the individual body shape is
still retained. Using forms 3D printed from the body scan, students then cover them using patterns created by unwrapping
the body in Optitex in order to make a surface that can be pinned into and create new styles.
“On a half-scale form you can make many models in the
time it takes to make one full-scale model,” says Professor
Ashdown. This allows students to perfect patterns, shapes
and proportions. These half-scale patterns are then scaled
up to full scale using Optitex.
In a National Science Foundation funded project at Cornell
(in collaboration with the University of Minnesota) faculty
and students are developing activities to engage middle
school girls in STEM topics. In order to create the tools for
these activities, patterns were developed by unwrapping a
body scan of a middle school girl using Optitex.
While fashion is still an industry in which the work of the
hand is important, and prototypes made from fabric and
itted to the body will always be part of the development
process, Professor Ashdown believes that technology
allows students, the future designers, to have morev freedom to experiment in the early stages in the development of
new ideas. Students can take advantage of the virtual world, such as avatars, and create better products, with better it.
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